### JUNIOR BUSINESS ANALYST

**WHAT WILL YOU DO HERE?**
- Help business owners to formulate ideas, consult and propose feasible alternatives to required ideas, solutions
- Assist business owners in translating their needs functional and non-functional requirements
- Assist product owners in definition Epics and User Stories
- Elicit business requirements gathering, clarification and revision of requirements vs solutions
- Explain technical possibilities, limitations, decisions and approaches to tech. solutions

**WHAT KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS DO WE EXPECT?**
- Analytical thinking
- Communication and negotiation skills
- Presentations skills
- Interest in learning
- Open and creative mind set
- Language knowledge: Fluent Czech and English

---

### CTS CONSULTANT

**WHAT WILL YOU DO HERE?**
- Support the OneNet network, monitoring and finding solutions for network alarms. Communication with Vodafone suppliers.
- Acceptance and realization by means of forwarding the assignment of a customer technical solution to our suppliers
- Communication with Vodafone customers as a member of a customer support team
- Communication and cooperation with other departments within Vodafone

**WHAT KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS DO WE EXPECT?**
- Finished high school studies
- Ideally 1 year experience in a similar role
- Knowledge of the TCP/IP architecture on junior level
- Knowledge of Cisco routers and monitoring systems is a plus
- Ability to learn and solve problems
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### GSM MESSAGING SERVICES SPECIALIST ENGINEER

**WHAT WILL YOU DO HERE?**
- Design and test voice services for enterprise custom. You will be responsible for collection and revision of business requirements and creation of technical service design and documentation.
- You will work with local product management, network operations and global network engineering teams.
- Provide technical insights for new services.

**WHAT KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS DO WE EXPECT?**
- Experience with and understanding of Asterisk, VoIP, SIP and related technologies
- Prior experience in developing voice/IVR solutions such as that implement the above technologies is essential
- Candidates with experience in Linux/UNIX environment, SQL database and programming background are preferred
- Strong system, network debugging and troubleshooting skills
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### DO YOU WANT TO JOIN US?

Feel free to get in touch...  

**Šárka Durnová**  
+420 608 157 967  
sarka.durnova@vodafone.com
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**WE ARE LOOKING FOR...**